
Year 11 Plan - EnglishCOLOUR 
KEY

LANGUAGE

LITERATURE

Week 
beginning English Focus

20th Feb.

27th Feb.

6th March

13th March

20th March

27th March Mock Literature Paper 2 (tbc)

3rd-14th 
April

17th April

24th April

1st  May

8th May

15th May 17th - English Literature Paper 1 (am)

 22nd May 24th - English Literature Paper 2 (am)
5th June 5th - English Language Paper 1 (am)
12th June 12th - English Language Paper 2 (am)

Know Your Paper

Language Paper 1 (Fiction) 
1 hour 45mins
Reading one fiction text - 15mins
Q1 - identify four things (4 marks 
- 5mins)
Q2 - analyse language (8 marks 
- 10mins)
Q3 - analyse structure (8 marks - 
10mins)
Q4 - evaluate and analyse (20 
marks - 25mins)
Q5 - Creative writing - fiction - 
description, story (40 marks - 
40mins)

Language Paper 2 (Non-fiction)
1 hour 45mins
Reading two non-fiction texts - 
15mins
Q1 - identify true statements (4 
marks - 5mins)
Q2 - summarise differences or 
similarities (8 marks - 10mins)
Q3 - analyse language (12 marks 
- 15mins)
Q4 - evaluate and analyse (16 
marks - 20mins)
Q5 - Creative writing - non-fiction 
- speech, letter, article, essay or 
leaflet (40 marks - 40mins)

Literature Paper 2 (An Inspector 
Calls, Poetry Anthology, Unseen 
Poetry)
2 hours 15mins
There are three sections 
- A. An Inspector Calls - choose one 
question to answer (34 marks - 42mins)
- B. Poetry Anthology - only one 
question to answer from Power & 
Conflict (30 marks - 42mins)
- C. Unseen Poetry - answer the first 
question about the first poem (24 marks 
- 35mins), then the second comparison 
question (8 marks 15mins)

Literature Paper 1 
(Macbeth, A Christmas 
Carol)
1 hour 45mins
Answer one question from 
Section A and both questions 
from Section B
Section A - Macbeth - only one 
question to answer (34 marks - 
52mins)

Section B - only one question 
to answer (30 marks - 52mins)

Revision Resources
- Mr Bruff (Youtube) - good 
for - Literature knowledge.
- Mrs Whelan's English 
(Youtube) - good for 
Language and Literature 
response. (She explains how 
to approach the question and 
then models high quality 
responses).
- staceyreay (Instagram) - 
good for high grade revision 
tips and knowledge. 
- Educake - good for 
knowledge recall.
- CGP revision guides for An 
Inspector Calls and A 
Christmas Carol - good for 
knowledge and essay 
responses as they have 
exemplars and practise 
questions.
- Snap Macbeth - good for 
knowledge.
- FlipsCo flashcards - good 
for knowledge.
- see the school website for 
more handy resources


